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Mixed age groups in the Early Childhood at
Tarremah
One of the central endeavours of Steiner/Waldorf
education is to meet the child's developmental needs
with the appropriate curriculum content. Wherever
possible this means that schools try not to have
combined classes through the primary and high schools.

by. This is an important step: the child is free to increase
their radius of exploration while being confident that
their trusted adult is at hand should they be needed. At
this early age children play alongside other children,
rather than dynamically with each other. Yet, sharing
toys (acknowledging other children's needs) and witnessing adult examples of dealing with relationships in a

So, why is the preferred model in the early childhood

positive manner are great learning opportunities even

the fully mixed age group?

for the very young.

Overarching our early years is the recognition that

When the child turns 3 1/2 there has for several years

young children learn most by imitation. As the physical

now existed the opportunity to enrol into the mixed age

body grows and develops, we try to support the healthy
development by not redirecting energy with intellectual
instructions and explanations.
Instead, we aim to in-still good habits by following a
strong, healthy rhythm that provides times where

groups Fantail and Pipit (named after birds native to the
immediate surroundings of the school). Being without a
parent or carer is a big step, but older peers and staff in
the kindergartens are usually quickly accepted as

children are free to play, alternating with teacher-led

substitutes. All groups are consciously modelled on

group activities.

family life, with all our activities being done by all

We know that children arrive at birth equipped with all

together.

they need to learn social behaviour, but also that social

...continued on page 4

behaviour itself is a lifelong endeavour, that needs
much and constant practice! From being one with one's
mother during pregnancy the infant slowly separates,
while increasing their social circle from family and
friends to more formal places like kindergarten and
school.
Tarremah starts for many children with a weekly
playgroup visit, where our playgroup leader facilitates a
structured 2-hour session. Here, children can explore
the room and meet peers with a parent or carer close
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Class 6 at Port Arthur
The class 6 camp at Port Arthur is always a highlight in
the Outdoor Education calendar.

Class 9 hike the 3 Capes
Class 9 recently hiked a section of the 3 Capes Walk as
part of their Overland Track camp preparation for next
year. Our camp was shortened by the Covid Lockdown,

Highlights included exploring the sand dunes at

but it was still great to get out, stretch our legs and be

Crescent Beach and the chilly early season swim at

awed by the Cape Pillar vistas.

Stewarts Bay. I was super impressed by the meals

required to wear masks around the campsite, it was

produced on the trangia stoves … nachos, pizza and

“pretty speccy” (to quote Sir Edmund Hillary).

tasty tortillas! The children’s tents survived the deluge
on Thursday night and we were stoked to have a
shelter to practice the tricky art of cooking pancakes on
rainy Friday.
Many thanks to Qug, Bel and Jo for keeping the children
safe and properly loved.
Frank

Frank

Although we were

Class 10 Enrichment Pursuits
Class 10 shared their Enrichment Pursuit projects
last week. Baking, music, art, genealogy, horror film
making, dirt bike riding and many more projects were
exhibited.

Thank You
We would like to thank everyone for their hard work
and enthusiasm in creating a Fair that was so
welcoming, to not only our community, but the broader
community and it was fantastic to see so many alumni
attending and reconnecting.

We had 1800 people

attend throughout the day, with a peak of 950 at
midday.
A special thank you must go to the P&F for their
co-ordination and we are sure
they would also feel it was a
great success.
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home. In times when most children do not have

We have found that having mixed age groups for 3 1/2

extended families around them, this is a truly

to

health-giving model, and can help combat anxiety and

6-year-olds

provide

many

positive

learning

opportunities for all age groups. Children learn not only
by imitating the adults in their lives! The older children
in the room seem so capable to the little ones, that they
are easily adopted as role models. The open admiration
and love shown by the younger children has a
wonderful effect on the older ones, who feel almost
automatically more confident in themselves and will
often happily step up to help the little ones. When

stress.
In recent times the numbers in our early childhood
rooms have grown so much that we are at capacity and
have had to adapt our model to accommodate all
children. Hopefully we will find a way to come back to
the fully mixed age model, which we feel so privileged
to have had for quite a number of years.

children have gone through the experience of being the

Annette

"little one", there is much patience and understanding

Early Childhood Teacher

for the struggles of the younger children. Confidence is
also built in another way: with increasing ability, the
six-year-old child can become very competitive. In a
mixed age group, there is always someone who is
slower, smaller, not as quick at doing things etc. This is
accepted as the normal situation and brings with it less
competition and more tolerance. We celebrate
progress together and children may reminisce "I
remember when I couldn't do that..."
The four to five year olds are wonderful in providing a
steady stream of play-ideas with so much imagination
that they carry the younger children into their play and
help the six-year olds back into play when their
consciousness changes, and the increasing perception
of reality disrupts their own imaginative flow. Together
the children manage to stay in the wonderful fluid stage
of seamlessly moving through play scenarios, and even
friendships are not as clearly defined and exclusive as
they can become in later years. In fact, this model of
three age groups mixed lays a wonderful foundation for
the fabric of the school in later years, when each child is
connected to children in the class above and below
through friendship.
As teachers we value that we can build a deep and
trusting relationship not only with the child, but the
family. This enables us to help carry children through
developmentally turbulent times as well as through
difficult times in their family life. Being in the same
space for several years creates a home away from
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